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Dreams

I have to turn my Dreams into reality.

Power is not given to you, you have to take it - Beyonce

Long Term Goals

- Have my own house  
- Save lots of money ' 
- To be independent.

Visual

- College Degree 
- Living the American Dream  
- Wealthy  

These are all major priorities.

After Highschool

Make fast money

Career Goals- Business

I want a small store and sell clothes and other fashionable items.

College Choice Explanations

I choose those colleges because they are Historically black colleges I feel like in
those type of schools the professors will pay more attention to me.

What is achievement ?

a thing done successfully, typically by effort, courage, or skill. 
a thing done successfully, typically by effort, courage, or skill. 
a thing done successfully, typically by effort, courage, or skill.

Internship

Intern at a place that can possibly help me get further in the futures hospital of�ce
etc.

I want to go to college

I want to be successful

College Choices

Clark Atlanta  
Spelman College  
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UCLA College  

Virginia Tech  
Duke University  
Hampton University  
Fisk University  
Virginia State. 

Career Goals

Short Term:  
Get a better understanding about what colleges support my line of interest the best
take time and search up good schools for business and good schools for medicine.

CHANGE

I need to become more open and aware to important situations. I have to change
my attitude and approach things with a growth mindset.

Short Term Goals

I want to get all good grades so my gpa can go up. I need to focus more on current
work and tun in all of my assignments.

Career.

I would like to be either: 
 
-  Brain Surgeon  
- Lawyer  
- Small Business owner 
- Public Speaker 
-Master in Communications. 
 
 
 
 
 


